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Notice 
Information contained in this document is believed to be accurate and reliable at the time of 
printing. However, due to ongoing product improvements and revisions, AudioCodes cannot 
guarantee accuracy of printed material after the Date Published nor can it accept responsibility 
for errors or omissions. Updates to this document can be downloaded from 
https://www.audiocodes.com/library/technical-documents. 

This document is subject to change without notice. 

Date Published: Jan-12-2021 

 

WEEE EU Directive 
Pursuant to the WEEE EU Directive, electronic and electrical waste must not be disposed of 
with unsorted waste. Please contact your local recycling authority for disposal of this product. 

Customer Support 
Customer technical support and services are provided by AudioCodes or by an authorized 
AudioCodes Service Partner. For more information on how to buy technical support for 
AudioCodes products and for contact information, please visit our website at 
https://www.audiocodes.com/services-support/maintenance-and-support.  

Stay in the Loop with AudioCodes 

             

Abbreviations and Terminology 
Each abbreviation, unless widely used, is spelled out in full when first used. 

https://www.audiocodes.com/library/technical-documents
https://www.audiocodes.com/services-support/maintenance-and-support
http://www.twitter.com/audiocodes
http://www.facebook.com/audiocodes
http://www.linkedin.com/companies/audiocodes
http://www.youtube.com/user/audioserge
http://blog.audiocodes.com/
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1 Overview 
These Release Notes describe the new features and known issues in version 9.2 of the 
AudioCodes Routing Manager (ARM). 

1.1 Managed AudioCodes Devices 
ARM 9.2 supports the following AudioCodes devices (Gateways and SBCs) referred to in 
the ARM GUI as nodes: 

Table 1-1: AudioCodes Devices Supported by ARM Version 8.8 

Device Major Versions 

Mediant 9000 SBC  7.2.158 and later 

Mediant 4000 SBC 7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 2600 SBC 7.2.158 and later 

Mediant SE/VE SBC 7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 1000B Gateway and E-SBC  7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 800B Gateway and E-SBC  7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 800C 7.2.158 and later 

Mediant 500 E-SBC 7.2.158 and later  

Mediant 500L - SBC 7.2.158 and later 

Mediant SBC CE (Cloud Edition) 7.2.250 and later 

Mediant 3000 Gateway only 7.00A.129.004 and later 
 
 

 

Note:  

• Customers are strongly recommended to upgrade their devices to version 7.2.158 or 
later as issues were encountered with device version releases earlier than 7.2.158. 

• See also Section 4 for the earliest device version supported by the ARM, per ARM 
feature.  
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2 What's New in Version 9.2 
This section covers the new features and capabilities introduced in ARM 9.2. 

2.1 Improved Usability and User Experience (UI)  
ARM 9.2 introduces numerous improvements in usability and user experience based on 
customer inputs. Moreover, ARM 9.2 moves to new UI technology (Angular 6) with use of 
more advanced modern UI components.  

2.1.1 New Login/Welcome Screen 
ARM 9.2 introduces a modern, new welcome screen into the ARM application. In addition, it 
allows temporary exposing of an operator’s password in order to prevent typos. 
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2.2 ARM Analytics API 
ARM 9.2 enables customers to use their preferred analytics and third-party Business 
Intelligence (BI) tool using ARM data. Customers are able to create their own dashboards 
and reports based on ARM data or combined data from ARM and other tools (such as 
OVOC).  
In this version, the ARM partially exposes summarized information from various database 
tables using the  views capability of MariaDB. 
To access the ARM Analytics API, customers must make sure the Feature Key (license) 
allows access: 

 
Access to the exposed data is allowed using the default operator ‘analytics’. The operator 
must define a password and up to three IP addresses from which the data can be accessed. 
These definitions can be performed in the new Analytics page (Settings > Administration 
> Analytics). 
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Note that the default ‘analytics’ operator will be locked (inaccessible) if the feature is disabled 
in the license. The ‘analytics’ operator only has the privilege to select from a database (read-
only) for the predefined views and doesn’t have any other access to the regular ARM 
database. The ARM operator can restrict access to analytics for up to three predefined 
remote IP addresses. If an IP address list is not provided by the operator, access to analytics 
view will be unrestricted by source IP address. 
The following views and statistics are provided as part of the Analytics API: 
 Nodes view. Predefined view reflecting data from the АРМ nodes table with nodes 

related essential information (such as ID, Serial Number, Name, Admin and Operative 
State, Software version, etc.) 

 Peer connection view. Predefined view reflecting data from the Peer Connection 
table with information such as ID, Peer Connection Name, Admin state, related Node 
ID, etc. 

 Connection view. Predefined view reflecting data from the Connection table with 
information such as Connection ID, Source and Destination Nodes ID and Operative 
State, etc. 

 VoIP Peer view. Predefined view reflecting data from the VoIP Peers table with 
information such as ID, name and type. 

 Routing rules view. Predefined view reflecting data from the Routing Rules table (ID, 
Name, Admin state and Routing Group reference). 

 Routing groups view. Predefined view reflecting data from the Routing Group table 
(ID and Name of Routing Group) 

 Node Statistics. Predefined view reflecting data from the Node Statistics table (such 
as Routing Attempts, alternative routing attempts, failed routing attempts, discard 
routing attempts, destination calls, transient calls, etc.). Only the last week’s statistics 
are displayed.  

 Connection Statistics. Predefined view reflecting data from the Connection Statistics 
table (transient calls). Only the last week’s statistics are displayed.  

 Peer Connection Statistics. Predefined view reflecting data from the Peer 
Connections Statistics table (such as Routing Attempts, alternative routing attempts, 
failed routing attempts, discard routing attempts, destination calls, etc.). Only the last 
week’s statistics are displayed. 

 Routing Statistics. Predefined view reflecting data from the Routing Statistics table 
(such as Routing Rule first match, routing rule second match, routing rule try, routing 
rule fail, etc.). Only the last week’s statistics are displayed. 

 Alarms View. Predefined view reflecting data from the Alarms table which includes all 
ARM alarms field columns (such as Name, Source, Severity, Date, Description, etc.). 
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2.2.1 Examples of ARM Dashboard that can be Achieved using 
Analytics 
Here are some examples of what can be achieved with the ARM’s new analytics feature. For 
these examples, Microsoft’s Power BI data visualization tool was connected to the ARM 
database. [Other external tools besides this tool can be used]. The tool provided these 
interactive visualizations and business intelligence capabilities.  
The Dashboard below shows the total # of calls handled over 30 days, the # of ARM nodes 
and the total # of active alarms.  
The left side of the screen shows the filter and a pie chart showing Alarms Severity.  
The middle of the screen shows routing attempts over time and a breakdown of the active 
alarms.  
The panes on the right side of the screen show (top to bottom) a pie chart indicating routing 
attempts per node, a bar chart indicating routing attempts per node and peer connection, 
and top Routing Rule matches.  
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The Dashboard below shows how the total # of routing attempts was distributed across the 
nodes in the network.  
 Smaller green balloons = smaller # routing attempts 
 Larger green balloons = higher # of routing attempts 

 
The Dashboard below shows how the total # of failed routing attempts was distributed across 
the nodes in the network.  
 Smaller green balloons = smaller # of failed routing attempts 
 Larger green balloons = higher # of failed routing attempts 
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2.3 Routing of Registration Messages  
Prior to Version 9.2, the ARM routed calls only. Routing requests toward the ARM were 
triggered by SIP INVITE messages. ARM routed calls using several smart criteria and 
managed call sessions. 
ARM 9.2 provides a new capability to route Registration requests coming from endpoints 
(telephones) towards the required destination – such as soft switch or registrar. 
When implementing this feature, ARM 9.2 assumes that all users/telephones that require 
ARM services for Registration routing are defined in the ARM users database. These users 
can be originated from any source supported by the ARM but it’s convenient to add them 
using the File Repository or LDAP.  

2.3.1 Licensing for Registrations Routing 
To use the Registrations Routing feature, customers must first make sure the feature is 
enabled by the License Key for the required number of registered users. Customers must 
purchase the required number of users (telephones) allowed for Registrations routing. This 
number can be viewed in the ARM’s License page (Settings > Administration > License) 
in parameter ‘Number of users for route registrations’.  

 
 

 

Note: The number of users allowed to route their Registrations defined by parameter 
‘Number of users for route registrations’ cannot exceed the licensed number of users 
defined by parameter ‘Number of users’. If more than the allowed number of users are 
defined for Registration, the ARM will not route Registration messages for some of these 
users. 
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2.3.2 Registrations Routing Settings  
If there is no license for ‘Number of users for route registration’, the settings described here 
will not be relevant. 
To route Registration messages in the ARM, operators must configure the parameters in the 
Registration Routing Settings page (Settings > Routing > Registration Settings). 

 
 Enable users property for registration. Must be switched on to enable the 

Registrations routing feature. 
 Registration property. The property that will determine whether the user (phone / 

host) will be used to route the Registration message. This can be any Dictionary 
Property that is mapped to a value of True / False. 

 Number/User property. This is the property that should be used by the ARM to 
identify a specific user/telephone registration for Registration routing. It’s usually a 
combined attribute comprising User@Host attributes.  
Note that this is the identification information ARM gets from SBCs for Registration 
routing. 
Note also that more than one property can be selected from the user dictionary. In this 
case, the ARM will route the Registration message if there is a match with any of 
them. 

Note that changes to users are not reflected instantly in the Router. The Router is updated 
periodically (every 30 minutes) so if there is any change to a user’s registration property, 
number or user property, it will not be reflected immediately. 
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2.3.3 Routing Rules for Registration Messages Routing  
Operators must define a dedicated set of Routing Rules for Registration messages routing. 
The Registration messages routing rules can be grouped in a separate dedicated Routing 
Group (or Groups). 
To distinguish between routing rules to be used for call setup routing and for Registration, 
ARM 9.2 adds a new condition to the Advanced Conditions tab of Routing Rules settings, 
named ‘Request type’. By default, it’s set to Call and should be configured (switched) to 
Register if operators want to use the Routing Rule for routing Registration messages. 

 
If operators don’t specify any other condition in the Routing Rule but switch ‘Request type’ 
to Register, this Routing Rule will be applied to all users marked as True (enabled) in their 
Registration property, i.e., for all users allowed to route their Registration messages. 
The operator can define multiple Routing Rules for registration messages based on 
conditions such as:  
 Source Node or Peer connection for registration messages coming from a specific 

topology element. 
 Destination Prefix/Prefix group for a group of registration numbers. 
 Destination User Groups for groups created with any sophisticated criteria with ARM 

users group facilities. 
 Source URI taken from the SIP ‘To’ header. 
 DEST URI taken from the SIP Request URI. 
 Tag based. Very useful criterion. In Policy Studio, the operator can assign a Tag to 

users based on a user’s Dictionary Attribute and route Registrations to different soft 
switches based on the Tag’s value. 
In the example below, the Routing Rule will be applied to users whose registration 
number starts with prefix 972 and who belong to the previously created Users Group 
‘register_routing_1’. 
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Note that not all conditions are relevant for routing of Registration messages. For 
example, conditions such as Source Prefix, Source Users Group or Call Trigger are not 
relevant. 

2.3.4 Policy Studio for Registration Messages Routing  
If pre-routing manipulation is required for Registration messages, operators must define a 
dedicated Policy Studio rule.  
To distinguish between Policy Studio rules to be used for call setup and for Registration, 
ARM 9.2 adds a new condition named ‘Request type’ to the Policy Studio rule of type User. 
By default, it’s set to Call and should be configured (switched) to Register if operators want 
to use the Policy Studio Rule for Registration messages manipulations. 
The following example applies pre-routing tagging to all the Registration messages based 
on the value Country of the Users page, which can later be used for Tag-based routing. For 
example, to route users Registration to different soft switches based on the value Country. 
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2.3.5 Test Route for Registration Messages  
ARM 9.2 adds capability for operators to test Registration messages routing the same way 
it’s available for call routing. 
Test Route capabilities can be selected the same way as in previous ARM loads. However, 
in the Test Route screen, operators can select the ‘Request type’ to be tested. For testing 
Registration messages routing, Register must be selected: 

 
The default value for ‘Request type’ is Call (for testing call routing). 
The Test Route screen for testing Registration messages routing is different and includes 
the following parameters: 
 User @ host. The user and host of the phone simulating sending of the Registration 

request to be routed.  
 Node. The Source Node for Registration simulation (where the phone sends its 

Register). 
 Peer Connection. The Source Peer Connection of Registration message sent. 
 Advanced options. The advanced options relevant for Registration routing simulation 

(Mode – Live or Test) and specific Router selection. Route trigger is not relevant for 
Registration messages test route. 

 
The result of Test Route for Registration message routing simulation is based on matching 
appropriate Routing Rules. 
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Note that Test Route for Registration message routing simulation is also supported for Offline 
Map. In this case, the test considers relevant routing rules in Test mode only and can include 
offline topology elements. 
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2.3.6 New Statistics for Registrations 
ARM 9.2 adds new  statistics related to Registration messages routing. 
ARM level statistics – ARM over time new statistics type: 
 Registrations routed. Total number of routed registration messages during the time 

period. 
 Registrations blocked. Total number of blocked registrations (per operator’s 

instructions). 
 Registrations unrouted. Total number of registration messages which were not 

routed (ARM replied 404). 

 
The types of statistics related to registration messages is selected from the Filters menu: 
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Routers level statistics – per ARM router new statistics type: 
 Registrations routed. Number of routed registration messages during the time period 

on a per ARM Router basis. 
 Registrations blocked. Number of blocked registrations on a per ARM Router basis.  
 Registrations unrouted. Number of registration messages which were not routed 

(ARM replied 404) on a per ARM router basis. 

 
The same is available for ‘Top routers’ and ‘Top routers over time’: 

 
Routing Rules level statistics 
The Routing Rules and Routing Groups related statistics which already existed and were 
relevant for Call Routing related rules only, are now relevant for Registrations routing rules 
as well. 
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In this way, the operator who has Routing Rules (or possibly the entire Routing Group) for 
routing Registration messages will have the same information of rules and actions being 
used (hit). The same with the ‘Top routing’ rules’ and ‘Routing rules over time’ statistics. 
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2.4 Support for Up to 4 Million Users  
ARM 9.2 adds support for an extended number of users – up to 4 million. The users can be 
inserted from different sources: 
 File Repositories (typically the most common source for a high number of users – 

more than 1 million) 
 Multiple Active Directories (LDAPs) – up to 1 million users per LDAP 
 Local users 
All the generic ARM features related to user management are also supported for high 
numbers of users though some actions like filtering, searching, creating a users group, 
exporting users to CSV file, etc., can take longer to perform.  
By default, ARM 9.2 supports up to 1 million users. Operators should contact AudioCodes 
Support to purchase a license for an extended number of users. 

 

 

Note 1:  

• An operator who manages more than 1 million users will have to deploy ARM 
Routers with extended memory – 16 GB (instead of the standard 8 GB). High 
numbers of users requires more memory for using ARM Routers maps for real-time 
user-based routing.  

• The ARM Routers memory extension should be applied at a VM level prior to 
applying a Feature Key with an extended number of users. For each Router, the 
operator should edit the file “/opt/tomcat/bin/setenv.sh” to increase the memory used 
by tomcat (line “-Xms128m -Xmx13g \”). 

• When adding a new ARM Router to the ARM with an extended number of users 
(more than 1 million), the Router’s VM should have 16 GB memory. 

 
 

 

Note 2: If the origin (source) of users is LDAP Server/Active Directory and the operator 
manages more than 1 million users, the users should be divided among several LDAP 
servers where each LDAP hosts up to 1 million users. 
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2.5 Support of File Repositories as Source of ARM 
Users 
Before version 9.2, the ARM was able to incorporate users from two data sources: Active 
Directories (LDAP users) or local users, where all users not sourced and synchronized with 
any Active Directory were automatically considered to be local ARM users regardless if they 
were added to the ARM database using the ARM GUI or using the REST API based script 
from the customer’s file or database. 
ARM 9.2 introduces a new official source of ARM users information named File Repository 
for loading/managing of ARM users from an external customer’s CSV files. A new File 
Repository tab used to define the feature has been added to the Users page next to the 
LDAP Servers tab (Users > File Repository). 

 
Under this tab, the operator can Add, Edit, Delete or Refresh a File Repository for ARM 
users. The principle of managing File Repository is similar to that of LDAP server. ARM 
allows a flexible format (in terms of fields/properties) and provides capability to map it to the 
previously defined ARM users dictionary. 
When managing users with File Repository, the operator must choose the unique field of the 
user (usually, ‘Name’) for unique identification of a user within the File Repository.  
ARM supports incrementally adding users to an existing File Repository (using Edit). 
Note that automatic synchronization of users with an existing File Repository is not 
supported. Note that update of an existing user (as part of incremental file) is not supported. 
If the new CSV file contains an existing user (per a unique field defined by the operator), it 
will be handled as a duplication and will not be added to the ARM during the update. 
Adding a new File Repository 
When adding a new File Repository, the operator must provide the following information: 
File Repository Settings tab: 
General 
 Name of the repository. Mandatory identification of the Repository within the ARM. 
 Unique Property. One of the properties of the users dictionary defined in the ARM  

which can be treated as unique and can be seen as key for a user sourced by a 
specific repository. Note that the ARM software validates this field uniqueness and will 
not allow duplicated entries. When adding a new File Repository, the operator is 
allowed to choose one of the user dictionary attributes to be treated as a unique 
property. Typically, name is used. 

 Field delimiter. The delimiter used in the source CSV (can be ‘,’, ‘;’ or ‘|’). 
 File has headers in the first line.  

• If the CSV file has headers in the first line, the operator will check (select) this 
option. In this case, the first line will be taken so the operator can map the 
attributes by the column names as defined in the first line of the file. 

• If the CSV file does not have headers in the first line, the operator will clear 
(deselect) this option. In this case, the operator can map the properties by the 
columns location - 'column 1', 'column 2'. 
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It is highly recommended to have headers in the first line of the CSV file; it will be 
easier for the operator to map the properties by the headers as defined in the first line. 
Following is an example of a CSV file with defined headers in first line. The ARM will 
use these column names to map information to the ARM-defined Property Dictionary. 

 
File 
 Upload file. Allows the operator to upload the file from the local file system.  

 
File Repository Properties tab: Similar to the parallel tab of LDAP Properties mapping. 
 Property. Name and all the other properties of the ARM users dictionary.  
 File Mapping. Mapping from the CSV file of the File Repository.  
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• If the option File has headers in the first line is checked, the file mapping 
options will be taken from the header line of the CSV file.  

• If the option File has headers in the first line is unchecked, the file mapping 
options will be column 1 , column 2, etc., meaning that property mapping options 
will be by the location of the property in each line in the file. 

 Attribute Normalization. Information taken from the File Repository can be 
normalized using predefined Normalization Groups. The original values are saved in 
the database and are normalized when used (displayed in the GUI, sent to Routers for 
a routing match, etc.). This is done in the same manner as for information taken from 
Active Directory.  

 
Editing a File Repository: 
Editing a File Repository is typically performed to add an incremental bulk of users to an 
existing File Repository. The ARM allows adding a new file with users which will be handled 
according to initial File Repository definitions and Properties mapping (provided when adding 
the File Repository). For this reason, the operator is not allowed to change File Mapping, 
attribute normalization or the Unique property of the File Repository. The structure of the 
CSV file and the File Repository is defined by the initial Add action. The following 
configurations can be changed during the edit: 
 Name. Will change the name of the File Repository even for existing users who were 

sourced by that File Repository. 
 Delimiter. Delimiter used in the CSV file to be added (can be different from the initial 

one). 
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 Upload file. The new file with users to be incrementally added to the existing File 
Repository. The file name can be different from the initial one. 

Deleting a File Repository: 
Deleting a File Repository causes all users related to it to be deleted. The ARM GUI displays 
the following warning to the operator: 

 
Note that the length of time it takes to delete a File Repository depends on the number of 
users defined in the system. Note too that it’s impossible to delete in bulk a subset of users 
of a repository, like all the users added by a specific bulk (update). 
In the Users page, the operator can select users sourced by a specific File Repository. 
Multiple File repositories are supported and can be synchronized with the ARM separately, 
where each CSV file should not exceed 1 GB in size. Each File Repository can have different 
fields, different mapping to ARM users dictionary and delimiters. ARM treats each file 
repository separately (the same way as different LDAP servers) 
The table of file repositories presents the following information for each repository: 
 Status. Either:  

• ‘Active’ (when all valid users are already accepted by the ARM, have became a 
part of the ARM users database and their information can be used for routing).  

• ‘Synchronizing’ (the ARM is processing the file, that is, still reading from the file 
and adding valid users from the file). 

• ‘Error’ (if something is wrong with the file and the ARM fails to read its contents) 
 Name. Name given to file repository during add/edit 
 Number of users. The total number of users added from the Repository File.  

• If the operator deletes a user related to the Repository File with a script using 
REST, the number will be updated to reflect the deletion. 

• If the operator deletes a user of the File Repository from the GUI, the number will 
be updated to reflect the deletion. 

 Description. Essential information to help the operator successfully manage the File 
Repository. For example, it will reflect the number of users who were successfully 
added or the reason of failure if they weren’t successfully added (such as duplication). 
This information refers to the last update only. 

 Last Update. The time of the last update for a specific repository. 
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When a File Repository is selected, its summary is displayed on the right side of the page: 

 
In the Users page (Users > Users), the operator can filter users sourced from a specific File 
Repository (in same way as with the LDAP): 

 
The indication of a specific File Repository as a source of user information is displayed as 
part of the user’s information: 
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2.6 Total Users Count Button 
Total number of users button was added to display the overall number of users in the ARM.  

 
Note that the total number of users is shown even if there are filters applied. 
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2.7 Export of ARM Users to CSV File 
ARM 9.2 gives operators the capability to export users to a CSV file. The new action for 
users export is accessible via a new Export button and can be applied either to exporting a 
set of users (or all users) from the ARM’s Users page or to exporting users belonging to a 
specific Users Group. 
1. Export users from Users page (all users or a filtered set of users) - in the Users page 

(Users > Users). 

 
Operators can either export all ARM users or a subset of users filtered by name, Origin or 
text search filter. For filtered users, the operator first searches the users and only then clicks 
the Export button. For export all users, the search should be cleared. Export of users can 
take some time if the number of users in the ARM is high (millions) and is performed in the 
background as indicated by the following notification displayed: 

 
2. Export users of a specific Users Group - in the Users Groups page (Users > Users 

Groups), select a specific Users Group:  

 
Only those users belonging to the selected group will be exported to the file. Export of users 
is performed in the background as indicated by the following notification displayed: 
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In both cases, the produced CSV file includes the header in the first line with all the users’ 
property names. The CSV file will include all the Property Dictionary fields defined in the 
ARM even if they are irrelevant or empty for a specific user. 

 
It’s important to emphasize that when producing the CSV file, the ARM adds a column with 
User ID. This is the internal unique ID of the user. This information helps the operator to 
develop proprietary scripts for users management based on the official ARM REST API. 
Operators can export either all users or a subset of the users (filtered using the GUI) and 
use the produced CSV to easily access the users information by unique ID via the REST API 
in order (for example) to update a specific attribute. 
The property values in the derived CSV file are the original vales and not normalized values 
(even if normalization was applied when they were added from LDAP or File Repository).  
The produced CSV can be used for backup / reporting or can be loaded as a file though the 
File Repository feature. 
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2.8 Tag-based Routing 
ARM 9.2 increases flexibility in the flavors of the routing criteria by adding a new way of 
routing: Tag-based routing. 
The new routing method allows operators to assign Tags to the messages to be routed by 
the ARM, and to use these Tags’ values as routing criteria. 
The feature can be applied for the routing of  both Call and Registration messages. Multiple 
Tags can be assigned to a single message (up to three) and all these Tags’ values can be 
used for routing matching. 

2.8.1 Assigning Tags in Policy Studio Rules 
The Tag value can be assigned using Policy Studio capabilities (ARM pre-routing 
functionality engine). The Tag value can be taken from any field of the user’s Property 
Dictionary the operator would like to use for further routing. This capability can only be 
applied to the Policy Studio rule whose 'Type' parameter is configured to User. The regular 
matching criteria with all the available parameters applies to Tag assigning as well. 
To assign a Tag, the operator must select in the Action side of the Policy Studio rule one or 
more Tags (TAG_1, TAG_2, TAG_3)  and assign it with one or more attributes from the 
Property Dictionary. The value of this Property Dictionary for matching the user will be 
factored in for the corresponding TAG value and will be used for further routing. 
The following example shows a Policy Studio rule named ‘Tag Routing for Invite’ applicable 
for calls setup routing coming from a specific Peer Connection to the user’s office phone. 
This Policy Studio rule will apply the value DepartmentCode of the user to TAG_1 and 
PBXIPaddr to TAG_2. Both Tags can later be used in Routing Rules. 

 
The next example uses Policy Studio to assign a Tag value for Registration messages (rule 
named ‘Tag assignment for registration’:  
TAG_1 will get the value from the ‘PBX IP’ attribute of the user matching the user’s mobile 
phone. 
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2.8.2 Tags Usage in Routing Rules  
The Tag values assigned to a routing request in Policy Studio can be further used as 
matching criteria in Routing Rules. Tag-based Routing Rules can be applied when 'Request 
type' is configured to Calls or Registration. Tag matching criteria was added in ARM 9.2 
Routing Rules Advanced Conditions. 
To apply Tag-based routing, the operator must add a row in the Tags window, select Tag 1, 
Tag 2 or Tag 3 (according to which Tag was assigned to the routing request in Policy Studio 
(TAG_1, TAG_2 or TAG_3). 
Note that it’s important that the same Tags in Policy Studio are assigned with values for 
future matching criteria in Routing Rules. 
One Routing Rule can have a Tag-matching condition involving multiple values of the same 
Tag and involving more than one Tag in the same condition. In this case, matching is 
calculated as follows: 
 Several values for the same Tag are treated as ‘or’ 
 Several Tags in the condition are treated as ‘and’ 
In the following example, the rule named ‘RouteCallBased Tagging’ has a Tag-based 
condition as routing criteria. It will be matched if Tag 1’s value is either RandD or Sales. 
Assuming that Tag1 got its value of Department IP in Policy Studio, this Routing Rule 
allows routing based on this value.  
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In some cases, the same functionality for routing can be achieved using a Users Group or 
Tag-based routing. Operators can use either method of implementation but in the case of a 
huge number of users (more than 1 million), using Tag-based routing is more efficient and 
preferable.  
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2.9 CentOS 8 OS  
ARM 9.2 is provided with the latest CentOS operating system, including all the latest updates. 
The previous ARM versions were based on CentOS 6 which becomes End of Life 2020-11-
30. CentOS 8 is the operating system’s latest official major release which is planned to be 
supported until 2029-05-31 (maintenance releases). 
All ARM elements are now based on CentOS 8 (ARM Configurator and ARM Router). 
This also means that the standard Linux Shell commands when operating with ARM 9.2 are 
CentOS 8 commands. The following table summarizes the old and new most useful CentOS 
commands which look different in CentOS 8: 

 

Centos 6 Centos 8 

Ifconfig ip a 
service tomcat restart systemctl restart tomcat 
Ntpstat chronyc tracking 
Yum dnf 
Iptables firewalld 

2.9.1 Upgrading to ARM 9.2 with CentOS 8 
Software upgrade to ARM 9.2 incorporates an upgrade to the new OS. ARM 9.2 does not 
support the old CentOS (CentOS 6). Upgrading to ARM 9.2 can be done only from ARM 8.8 
or 9.0. To upgrade from earlier ARM versions (8.4 or 8.6), operators must first upgrade to 
ARM 8.8 and then upgrade to 9.2. 
A customer’s first upgrade to ARM 9.2 (including the CentOS 6 > CentOS8 upgrade) is more 
complex than previous software upgrades (which didn’t upgrade the major OS version). 
However, future ARM software upgrades from ARM 9.2 with CentOS 8 will be simple again. 
Note nonetheless that upgrading to ARM 9.2 (with CentOS 8) preserves the customer’s 
configuration and can be performed without impacting service. 
Upgrade of CentOS within the same Virtual Machine is impossible so the operator must 
prepare and install a new ARM version Virtual Machine (with CentOS8) for each ARM server 
(Configurator and Routers). The IP addresses of the previous servers will be preserved. In 
this way, the new VM (server) is turned on during the upgrade only after the old Configurator 
or Routers are shut down. This means that for each ARM server during the upgrade, there 
will temporarily be two VMs (one old and one new, the new loaded with ARM 9.2) which 
requires an additional temporary IP address, additional temporary resources for VM (cores, 
memory, disk) and a new Feature Key (for migrating the Configurator with all its features). 

 

 

Note: Before upgrading to ARM 9.2, operators must: 

• Carefully read the description of the upgrade process to ARM 9.2 in the Installation 
Manual. 

• Make sure they downloaded not only the upgrade but also the installation images for 
the ARM Configurator and the ARM Router (not as for the usual upgrade). 

• Request from AudioCodes a Feature Key with all the ordered features and ordered 
number of sessions for the new VM in ARM 9.2. 

• Prepare temporary IP and VM resources required for each server upgrade. 
• Prepare extended Storage for the ARM Configurator (the ARM Configurator allocates 

80 GB in ARM 9.2). 
 

The typical way to upgrade to ARM 9.2 with the new CentOS (CentOS 8) is as follows: 
1. Configurator Upgrade: 

b. Install a new ARM 9.2 Configurator VM (with CentOS 8). 
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c. Apply the new License Key (request it from AudioCodes). 
d. Apply on your pre-9.2 Configurator (with CentOS 6) the backup to be used in the 

ARM 9.2 Configurator VM to preserve the configuration (‘/backupCentos6.py). 
e. Copy the Backup File to the ARM 9.2 (CentOS 8) Configurator.  
f. Switch off the pre-ARM 9.2 Configurator (with CentOS 6) and apply its IP address 

to the new one. 
g. Apply the backed-up configuration to the new ARM Configurator 

(restoreCentos8.py). 
h. Verify it is accessible by GUI. 

At this point, the Configurator runs ARM 9.2 (based on CentOS 8) with the 
preserved configuration. 

2. Routers Upgrade (performed one by one, for each Router): 
a. Install a new ARM 9.2 Router VM (with CentOS 8). Note that the new Router (or 

even all the new Routers) can be pre-prepared (with configuration). In this case, 
the critical time of the upgrade will be much shorter. Operators should consider 
this method, however, only if there are enough resources for two ARM 
deployments. 

b. Power off the old ARM Router (with CentOS6). 
c. Apply its IP address to the new ARM Router (with CentOS 8). 
d. Start it (tomcat, etc.). 
e. Make sure (in the UI) it is synchronized and available. 

2.9.2 New VM Requirements for ARM 9.2  
Installation of ARM 9.2 (or upgrade to ARM 9.2) changes the following VM requirements 
(compared to previous major ARM version releases: 
 ARM Configurator Storage now requires 80 GB. Note that Routers are still with 40 

GB. This allows the ARM to store more logs and will provide the capability to store 
more calls data in the future. 

 ARM Router requires 16 GB memory only in the case of more than 1 million users. 
This should be implemented at the VM level. In addition, the tomcat of the Router 
needs more memory. It should be updated using the following: 
edit file “/opt/tomcat/bin/setenv.sh” line “-Xms128m -Xmx13g \”. 
The default for 8 GB is “-Xms128m -Xmx6g \”. 
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2.10 Users Group as Policy Studio Matching Criterion 
ARM 9.2 adds support for Users Group (or multiple Users Groups) as a matching criterion in 
ARM Policy Studio.  
Operators can specify User Group (or Groups) as source (‘Source User Groups’) and/or 
destination (‘Destination User Groups’) matching criteria. 
This new criterion can be applied for all types of Policy Studio rules: 
 User ‘Type’ for Routing based on information from the Users page 
 Web services type for Routing 
 Credentials – for users credentials data based on groups of users (for example, for 

users of a certain country) 
For Web services, this feature allows narrowing the criteria for accessing the external Web 
service, which can be very expensive (as in the case of security-based routing consultations). 
In the following example, it will attempt accessing security services only for United States 
users: 

 
In the case of user ‘Type’, this new criterion allows the customer to perform, for example, 
different manipulations for users of a certain country, with the ability to differentiate them in 
‘From’ and ‘To’: 
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2.11 Configuring Page Size when Operating with LDAP 
Server (Active Directory) 
In ARM 9.2, operators can control the page size retrieved from the LDAP server. This may 
help to reduce some of the  strain from the ARM or from the LDAP server. It may also help 
in some cases where the LDAP server doesn’t return all the users defined in it. Note the final 
value is controlled by the LDAP server itself and cannot be defined above the value 
configured in the LDAP server. 
The ‘Page size’ setting has been added to the LDAP Server Settings screen (Users > LDAP 
Servers > select a server > click Edit). 
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2.12 ARM as an Information Source for Users Credentials  
The SBC can function as authentication server for SIP messages requests. The SBC is used 
to store the users (SIP phones) credentials information. Starting from ARM 9.2, the ARM 
provides a centralized point for global credentials management of all SIP phones in a 
network, irrespective of under which local SBC in the network the phone is located. The SBC 
can now request the ARM to provide credentials for specific users. This information is stored 
in the ARM users database. 
When the SBC needs to authenticate a user, it sends a REST request to the ARM to obtain 
the credentials for that user and then sends the ‘challenge’ for credentials back to the client. 
The client then resends the request with an Authorization header (containing a response to 
the ‘challenge’) and the authentication process continues regularly. 
Request for authentication is relevant for INVITE and for REGISTER requests coming from 
a SIP phone. The following figures show the flows: 

INVITE Sequence 

IP Phone SBC ARM

SIP INVITE

SIP 401 Unauthorized

REST GET_Credentials

REST User's Credentials

Verify allowed SBC

SIP INVITE (Authorization)

SIP 200 OK

Validate the credentials
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REGISTER Sequence 

IP Phone SBC ARM

SIP initial REGISTER

SIP 401 Unauthorized

REST GET_Credentials

REST User's Credentials

Verify allowed SBC

SIP REGISTER (Authorization)

SIP 200 OK

Validate the credentials

SIP refresh REGISTER

SIP 200 OK

 

2.12.1 SBC Level Settings (IP Group) 
To configure the SBC to send the above REST API to the ARM, the operator must configure 
an IP Group (at the SBC’s Web interface) with specific settings: 
 For REGISTER messages: In the SBC’s Web interface in IP Group settings, under the 

‘SBC Registration and Authentication’ section, the operator must configure 
Authentication Method list REGISTER and select SBC Server Authentication Type 
= ARM Authentication. 

 
 For INVITE messages: In the SBC’s Web interface in IP Group settings, under the 

‘SBC Registration and Authentication’ section, the operator must configure 
‘Authentication Method List’ to INVITE and select ‘SBC Server Authentication Type’ to 
ARM Authentication. 
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Note that the feature involves changes in SBC ↔ ARM REST internal REST API and is 
supported starting from SBC version 7.20A.259.031. 

2.12.2 ARM Level Settings (Policy Studio) 
The operator should prepare credentials information to be provided to the SBC upon 
credentials requests. The information should be part of the ARM users database. The 
operator must define a dedicated dictionary attribute where the credentials will be stored for 
each authorized SIP phone. 
The information is provided by the ARM using the Policy Studio matching feature.  
Policy Studio is now divided into two types of rules: (1) Policy Studio Rules designated for 
Routing and (2) Policy Studio Rules designated for Credentials. The operator who does not 
source ARM credentials information does not need to define Credentials Policy rules and 
can use the regular functionality of Policy Studio for Calls and Registrations pre-routing smart 
manipulations. 

 
To add a Policy Studio rule for credentials information, the operator must add a rule and must 
select Credentials from the rule’s ‘Type’ drop-down. The newly created rule will 
automatically be placed in the ‘Credentials’ section in the ARM GUI to distinguish it from 
Routing related rules. 
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The matching criteria for Policy Studio of type Credentials must be User_URI and 
(optionally) HOST_URI. This information is used as a unique identifier to find the correct 
entry in the Users page to retrieve requested credentials information. 
Note that these are the only properties that can be used for matching of the credentials 
request. 
In addition, the following matching criteria can be applied to narrow the group of users to 
whom this service (of supplying credentials by the ARM) is provided:  
Source Node, Source Peer Connection, Source Resources group and Source users group.  
These criteria are optional. 

 
 
Note that if the ARM does not find in the users database a match for a specific URI_USER 
and (optional) URI_HOST, it will return a 404 (not found) HTTP response to the SBC (and 
consequentially, to the SIP phone). 
If the operator would like to have configuration where every user (SIP phone) is allowed to 
register only upon specific conditions (for example, only from certain IP Group/Peer 
Connection or Group of Peer Connections or Nodes, etc.), it can be achieved by a 
combination of Match (condition) part of the Credential Policy Studio rule and a specific 
action named Discard_Credentials relevant for credentials rules only. 
In this case, although the user is found but is not authorized for the specified IP group or 
SBC, the ARM will respond with a 403 HTTP response (forbidden). 
For example, the following rule of type Credentials named 
DiscardUnauthorizedCredentialRequests will not provide credentials for a request coming 
from node ‘China’ for users who are part of the ‘United States’ users group; the ARM will 
respond with a 403 HTTP response (forbidden). 
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Note that the order (priority) of the rules in Policy Studio is important. For example, if an 
operator added ‘Discard Credentials’ but there is a preceding (higher priority) rule with the 
same match criteria, all users in the ‘Discard Credentials’ rule will be authorized (the higher 
priority rule will be applied). 
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2.13 Source URI Manipulation of a Specific Field 
ARM 9.2 supports Source URI manipulation for a specific field, either the ‘From’ field, the 
‘PAI’ field or the ‘PII’ field. Before ARM 9.2, when the operator applied manipulation to 
Source URI users, all three fields were by default affected. 
Operators sometimes need to manipulate a specific field and preserve the value of others 
unchanged. ARM 9.2 provides this detailed manipulation functionality for post-routing only. 
It’s supported in Routing Rules provisioning on a per-Action basis. When configuring a 
Routing Rule Action, operators can select the ‘Advanced’ option to attach normalization rules 
to the Source URI and/or Destination URI. The specific field manipulation is relevant for 
Source URI only. 

 

 

Note:  

• Each change will be preserved for the next alternative route as an incoming 
manipulation. In future versions, it will be changed to be a post routing manipulation. 

• If there’ll be any changes of sourceURI in the Peer Connection manipulation / Policy 
Studio and also in the action a specific header, the action will not take effect. 

 

When the operator selects a normalization rule to be applied to Source URI, the option to 
select a specific field is displayed. By default, all three fields are checked but the operator 
can leave one specific field checked and uncheck the other two (or leave two fields checked 
and uncheck the other one). 

 
Operators can also test a call with manipulation of a specific Source URI header using the 
Test Route feature extension (support for a specific SIP header simulation). 
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2.14 Test Route Call Simulation with a Specific SIP 
Header 
In ARM 9.2, the Test Route feature was extended with the capability to simulate a call with 
a specific SIP header’s value. 
To perform Test Route with simulation of SIP header value, the operator must open 
‘Advanced Options’ in Test Route, add one of the supported headers and provide a value. 
Multiple headers can be provided as input for Test Route (multiple adds). 
The following SIP headers are supported: 
 Contact 
 C-ARM-DETAIL [for simulation of ARM capabilities to route a call based on any SIP 

header value (capability also requires manipulation at the SBC level)] 
 To 
 From 
 P-Asserted-Identity 
 P-Preferred-Identity 

 Multiple SIP headers can be simulated. 

 
The manipulated value, including the reason for the manipulation and the normalization rule 
that was applied, can be seen in the Test Route result in the details of the selected path. 
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Following is an example of manipulation of P-Asserted-identity and its testing. In the Routing 
Rule (under the ‘Advanced’ options under Action): 

 
Performing Test Route with a specific P-Asserted-identity value simulation: 

 
Test Route results: 
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Details of the path showing the manipulation performed on P-Asserted-Identity: 
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2.15 Security Extension: ‘Monitor’ Operator is not 
Exposed to Administration Tab  
ARM 9.2 extends the security features in the ARM. In ARM 9.2, the operator whose security 
level is ‘Monitor’ is unable to view information from the Settings > Administration tab in the 
ARM. This means that all License, Security, Certificates, Authentication and Credentials 
information is available for viewing and editing only to the operator with Security_Admin or 
Admin privileges. Access to view this information by the operator whose security level is 
‘Monitor’ is restricted using the REST API as well. 

2.16 DID Masking 
Network administrators can assign Direct Inward Dialing numbers to AudioCodes’ media 
gateway so that PSTN network users can directly reach VoIP network users. 
The gateway connects the PSTN network to the VoIP network, routing and translating calls 
between the two. A call from a PSTN user is directed to the VoIP user who holds the 
corresponding DID number. 

ARM 9.2.100 supports DID masking.  

The feature has two main applications: 

 It masks the enterprise’s internal phone numbers while allowing return calls to the 
original caller. A bank, for example, can use the feature to change an employee’s 
phone number to the bank’s global number so that when a customer calls the global 
number back, they’ll directly call the same employee who originated the call. 

 It changes the outgoing phone number to a local phone number of the destination 
location from a predefined pool of numbers while allowing return calls to the original 
number which is in a different location; this opens a private use case. 

The feature supports calling an emergency service (E911) using the local number of a user 
located outside that country / region, and supports receiving a return call from the emergency 
service. For example, an employee visiting a different office branch must call an emergency 
service. The call in this case is originated with the telephone number of the branch and when 
the emergency service operator calls back, they’ll get to the employee who called. 
The capability is attained by saving the mapping between the original source number, the 
destination number and the number used to hide the original caller. This mapping is shared 
across all the ARM Routers so no matter which ARM Router received the return call, it will 
be routed to the original caller. 
The mapping is saved in a Redis database which operates in a master-slave mode. By 
default, the master is in the ARM Configurator and the slaves are in the ARM Routers. Each 
Router has its own Redis instance. The mapping of the outgoing call is saved in the master 
Redis instance which is replicated to each ARM Router. The incoming call is first looked up 
in the local Redis instance before going to the master Redis instance. This reduces delay 
and network traffic. 
The default master location can be changed. This should be done mainly for large enterprises 
whose CPS is high enough to put a high load on the ARM Configurator.  

 

 

Note: The default behavior is to add the original caller phone number as an X-Header 
and not manipulate the destination number directly. 

 

 

https://www.3cx.com/pbx/voip-gateway/
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To enable DID in the ARM, this procedure must be followed: 
1. In the ARM GUI’s Web Services page (Settings > Call Flow Configurations > Web 

Services), add a new Web Service of agent type DID masking.  

  
2. Configure the service’s parameters using the following as a reference: 

• Agent type: The type of web service for the DID masking feature; in the 
preceding figure, it’s defined as did_masking.  

• Implementation name: The name of the web service; the name will be used in 
the ARM’s Policy Studio. 

• Query Timeout: The timeout of the lookup for a call, in milliseconds. 
• Connect timeout: The master Redis instance’s timeout. After the time expires, 

the master is indicated as unavailable from the ARM Router’s perspective. The 
time is in milliseconds. 

• Password: The password of the master Redis instance 
• Use Configurator as master: By default, this option is selected; the ARM 

Configurator is by default used as the master of the Redis instance. If the option 
is cleared, a new option is displayed for the host and the port of the new master. 

• Redis debug level enabled: By default, this option is cleared. The option 
enables more detailed logging in the Redis. 

3. After you Submit, add a Prefix Group of a new type ‘Pool of Numbers’ and then define 
a pool of numbers that will be used as the DID masking numbers, as shown in the next 
figure. 
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• Type: Must be set to Pool of Numbers. When the Prefix Group is of this type, 

the numbers inside will be handled as full numbers (as if they were ending in a #). 
• Numbers: Defines the numbers inside the pool. 

4. Define a new Policy Studio of action type ‘Web Service’. Select the DID masking web 
service and then configure:  
a. a condition for when to perform masking (under ‘Match’) 
b. the direction of the call, either outgoing or incoming, per the matching condition 

because ARM doesn’t have the capability to ‘find’ the direction of a call. 
c. Source and Destination normalization for the lookup operation; this only 

manipulates the URIs for the Redis and has no effect on the URI for the routing 
operation. 

If the direction of the call is outgoing, the following must be configured: 
a. Pool of numbers from which the manipulated number will be picked. The field can 

remain empty. If left empty, the ARM will not perform any manipulation but will 
simply save the destination and source number mapping which is useful in cases 
when the manipulation itself is performed after the ARM routing. 

b. Call expiration time 
c. The flow of the Policy Studio 
After creating an outgoing Policy Studio rule, the ARM automatically creates an 
incoming Policy Studio rule above the outgoing rule. The name of the rule will be 
‘Callback of Outgoing rule name’. Most attributes will automatically be defined. The 
rule can be updated to give the operator more control over how the callback is 
executed. 
If the direction of the call is incoming, the following must be configured: 
d. How ARM Routers should look up the incoming call in the Redis:  

♦ Source and Destination number 
♦ Only the Source number -or- 
♦ Only the Destination number 
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Make your selection per your network requirements. For example, if some sort of 
normalization was performed prior to the ARM routing (e.g., the same destination 
number for all calls). 

 
5. Configure using the following as reference: 

• Web Service: The web service that will be used for the action manipulation. 
• Call direction: The direction of the matched call: Outgoing or Incoming. 
• Source normalization for lookup: Normalization to perform on the Source URI 

before the operation in the Redis. The normalization has no effect on the URI 
itself. It’s useful when the Source number changes in one of the directions.  

• Destination normalization for lookup: Normalization to perform on the 
Destination URI before the operation in the Redis. The normalization has no 
effect on the URI itself. It’s useful if the Destination number changes in one of the 
directions. 
For outgoing calls: 
♦ Pool: The pool of numbers from which the ARM will pick the manipulated 

number. If this field is empty, the ARM will not perform manipulation and will 
only save the Source to Destination number mapping. 

♦ Call Expiration time: The time a call is saved in the database. Defines the 
length of time ARM allows a return call before discarding the mapping. 

♦ Flow: Defines what ARM should do after this Policy Studio rule is matched 
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For incoming calls: 

 
 Match incoming calls by. Defines how the ARM looks up a return call that was 

masked. 
• Source and Destination number. ARM performs the lookup using a 

combination of both the caller’s number and the masked number. The original 
caller will be retrieved only if the return call came from the same destination 
number that was originally called.  

• Destination. This is a looser lookup option. ARM performs it using the 
destination number. The last number mapped to the number is retrieved, allowing 
a return call from any calling number to the number from the pool. It’s typically 
used for E911 scenarios in which the E911 operator’s source number doesn’t 
have to be the E911 number. 

• Source. ARM performs the lookup by the Source number. This option is useful 
when the Destination number is a static number (like E911) and identification of 
the call can only be performed using the Source number.  The latest number 
mapped to the number is retrieved. 

In the preceding figure, for example, the Policy Studio rule will mask all outgoing 
calls from prefix ‘+033’ with numbers from the pool ‘pool for DID traffic’ and save 
the mapping for the return call for one hour. 
When an incoming call matches any number in the pool, the ARM retrieves the 
original number that initially called and replaces the destination with the original 
number. 
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2.17 Flow Control for Policy Studio 
Up until ARM 9.2.100, the default action when a Routing Rule or Policy Studio rule was 
matched, was to stop. For a Routing Rule, this is logical because after matching the Routing 
Rule, the action is executed and the call is routed accordingly. But for Policy Studio, which 
can define normalization, DID masking or simple tagging, stopping is not always wanted. 
Operators sometimes want an option to control the action to be executed after a Policy Studio 
rule is matched.  
ARM 9.2.100 allows operators to choose the next action after a Policy Studio rule is matched 
through a new parameter ‘Flow’ that has been added to the Policy Studio’s Add Call Item 
screen. 

 
Use the following as reference when configuring ‘Flow’: 
 Stop. This is the default action. When the rule is matched, the ARM stops and 

continues to Routing Rule matching. 
 Continue. The ARM continues to the next matching Policy Studio rule. 
 Continue to policy studio rule. The ARM continues to the next matching Policy 

Studio rule from a specific Policy Studio rule. This essentially triggers execution of the 
rule. 
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2.18 Keep Connection Properties Synchronized 
In ARM 9.2.100, as part of support for Local Media Optimization, a new option Keep 
connection properties synchronized was added to connections.  

 
By default, the option is enabled; the ARM keeps the connection (IP Group) properties 
synchronized with the defined connection in the ARM so any change to the connection’s IP 
Group or its Proxy Set in the SBC is corrected to sync with the ARM’s defined connection. 
If the option is cleared, the ARM Configurator will no longer synchronize the properties of the 
connection (IP Group), and only the Operative state of the connection will be reflected in the 
ARM. 
The feature gives operators greater freedom and more precise control over their 
connections, whether they’re properties which the ARM doesn’t have access to or changes 
to the IP Profile, Media Realm or even the Proxy Set itself. 
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2.19 IP Profiles  
In ARM 9.2.100, as part of support for Local Media Optimization, operators can define IP 
Profiles. Three default IP Profiles are by default shipped with the ARM. These cannot be 
deleted but can be updated. They’re predefined to support:  
 Regular connections (‘ARM_IP_Profile’) 
 Connections of Teams Remote to Teams Proxy devices 

(‘ARM_IP_Profile_Remote_to_Proxy’) 
 Connections between Teams Proxy and Teams Remote devices 

(‘ARM_IP_Profile_Proxy_to_Remote). 
In the IP Profiles page (Network > IP Profiles), operators can define new IP Profiles that 
will be synchronized with all nodes in the deployment.  

 
Operators can later use these IP Profiles to define connections in the ARM. 
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2.20 Microsoft Teams LMO 
Microsoft Teams Local Media Optimization (LMO) is an important feature for enterprise 
telephone networks seeking to utilize Microsoft Cloud. For detailed information about LMO, 
see https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/direct-routing-media-optimization.  
Two new node roles have been added in ARM 9.2.100:  
 Teams Proxy  
 Teams Remote 
Each describes a different Teams role. In LMO, the Proxy is the SBC that’s connected 
directly to the Teams cloud and the Remote is connected to the Proxy. 

Typical Teams LMO Topology  

 
When defining the connection between the Proxy and the Remote, each side must be 
configured to support LMO. The ARM helps operators define the connection by predefining 
the default values for IP Profiles (see Section 2.19) and the connection itself (IP Group). The 
ARM also indicates the mandatory fields that must be configured (with an asterisk *) and the 
fields that can be left undefined. 
After operators select the node per Teams role, they can define a connection between them 
either by clicking Drag Connection and then dragging a line or by clicking Add connection 
and defining a line. When the ARM detects that the connection is between Remote and 
Proxy, fields will be predefined with correct defaults. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/direct-routing-media-optimization
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Media Realms are synchronized from each node (the ARM Configurator will determine Media 
Realms that are selected as used by the Routing Server). IP Profiles are configured in the 
ARM (see Section 2.19). 
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2.21 Prefix/Prefix Group can be Configured as ‘Source’ in 
Policy Studio Conditions 
ARM 9.2.100 allows a Prefix or a Prefix Group to be configured as the ‘Source’ in a Policy 
Studio condition, in addition to allowing a Prefix or Prefix Group to be configured as the 
‘Destination’. 
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2.22 Enforcing Configuration of 16G Memory for the ARM 
Router in a Deployment of 1M+ Users 
ARM 9.2.100 supports enforcement of the requirement to configure 16G of memory for ARM 
Routers in a deployment of more than one million users.  
The communication protocol between the ARM Router and the ARM Configurator has been 
extended to send information about the current memory (generic) and Tomcat-allocated 
memory from the ARM Router to the ARM Configurator. The information is always sent as 
part of the initial ARM Router > ARM Configurator communication followed by the ARM 
Router's bring-up. 
When the operator applies a Feature Key with more than one million users, the ARM 
Configurator validates that all ARM Routers have sufficient resources (16G memory):  
 The ARM Configurator validates that the configuration of the ARM Routers - if any 

exist and if they’re operational - is satisfactory (16G of memory). If not, an alarm is 
sent. 

 Adding a new Router to the ARM validates that the Router has sufficient resources. If 
not, an alarm is sent and the addition of the new Router fails. 

All ARM Routers in the ARM deployment must be of the same resource configuration type 
(either 8 or 16). No mix is allowed. 
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2.23 Policy Studio Supports a ‘Site’ Condition 
Policy Studio in ARM 9.2.100 supports a ‘Site’ condition as a valid matching criterion.  
This is necessary for the DID masking application in the case of an E911 (Teams emergency 
call and call-back). The matching criterion is needed to provide a separate range of DID 
numbers for Teams emergency calls on a per-site basis. 
Teams uses a proprietary LMO (Local Media Optimization) header to indicate the user’s 
current site: ‘X-MS-UserSite’. ARM operators can now provide DID masking Policy Studio 
rules matching this attribute. This enables customers to manage emergency numbers with a 
separate pool of numbers for each site (coordinated with Teams definitions).  
In the example shown in the figure below, the SIP field ‘X-MS-UserSite’ is set to Boston; 
emergency calls with a call-back Policy Studio rule will consequently only be applied to calls 
from the ‘Boston’ site. Note that this field allows multiple values to be set; the same rule will 
then be applied to multiple sites. 
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2.24 Property Dictionary Supports Normalization of a 
Combined Property 
Before ARM 9.2.100, operators could not apply normalization (a normalization rule could not 
be attached) to a user property combined of two other properties. Moreover, even if a 
normalization rule was applied to one (or both) properties comprising the new one, the 
‘Combined property’ used the initial values of the properties it was comprised of. 
ARM 9.2.100 allows operators to use a property before or after normalization (if a 
normalization rule is attached). When adding a new combined property to the Property 
Dictionary (Users > Property Dictionary), operators can choose if the combined property 
will take the value of the components before or after normalization: 

 
The Property Dictionary page (Users > Property Dictionary) also displays this new feature 
on the right side of the selected property, under Property Summary: 
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2.25 Hexagon’s Fraud Management Solution Integrated 
into ARM for Security Based Routing 
In addition to the previously integrated SecureLogix solution for security based routing, ARM 
9.2.100 provides a solution with Hexagon’s Fraud Management service.  
The solution includes a new ARM-level plugin with a specific Hexagon REST API 
implementation. 
To apply it, operators must add a new Web service and select hxs for ‘Agent type’ under 
‘New implementation’ as shown in the following figures. 
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3 Supported Platforms 
ARM 9.2 supports the platforms shown in the table below. 

Table 3-1: ARM 9.2 Supported Platforms 

ARM Platform Application 

GUI Web Browser Firefox, Chrome, Edge 

Deployment VMWare VMware ESXI 6.5, 6.7 

HyperV Windows Server 2016 
Hyper-V Manager 
Microsoft Corporation 
Version: 10.0.14393.0 
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4 Earliest SBC/GW Software Versions 
Supported by ARM Features 
Some ARM features are developed in coordination with nodes (AudioCodes’ SBCs and 
Media Gateways). To activate and use an ARM feature, the node needs to be upgraded to 
the earliest software supporting that feature if it’s configured with software that does not 
support it. 
The following table displays ARM features supported by the earliest node software. 

Table 4-1: ARM Features Supported by the Earliest Node Software 

# Feature Earliest Node Software 
Supporting It Comments 

1 Quality-based routing Version 7.2.158 and later The quality-based routing feature is not 
supported when operating with nodes 
version 7.0 (for Mediant 3000). 

2 Separate interface at 
the node level for 
ARM traffic 

Version 7.2.158 and later The capability to configure a separate 
interface at the node level for ARM 
traffic is not supported when operating 
with nodes earlier than version 7.2.154 
(for Mediant 3000). 

3 Call preemption Version 7.2.158 and later The call preemption for emergency calls 
feature is not supported when operating 
with nodes version 7.20A.154.044 or 
earlier (not applicable for Mediant 3000). 

4 Number Privacy Version 7.2.250 or later - 

5 Support of IP Group 
of type User without 
‘dummy’ IP 

7.20A.250 and later Network administrators who want to use 
a node’s IP Group of type ‘User’ as the 
ARM Peer Connection can avoid 
configuring a dummy IP Profile if using 
node version 7.20A.250 and later. 
Customers who use ARM version 8.4 
with node version earlier than 7.2.250 
and who want to configure an IP Group 
of type ‘User’ as the ARM Peer 
Connection, must configure a dummy IP 
Profile (with a dummy IP address) at the 
node level, to be associated with this IP 
Group. 

6 Support of ARM 
Routers group and 
policies. 

Version 7.20A.240 or later - 

7 Support of ARM 
Routed Calls/CDRs 
representation  

Version 7.20A.250.205 or later - 

8 Support of Forking in 
ARM (SBC only) 

Version 7.20A.252 or later - 

9 Support for 
Registered users in 
ARM 

Version 7.20A.254.353 or later - 

10 Support for 
combined ARM and 

Version 7.20A.256.391 Supported for SBC only 
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# Feature Earliest Node Software 
Supporting It Comments 

SIP based Routing 
decision (Route 
based on Request 
URI) 

11 Support for 
combined ARM and 
SBC Routing 
decision 

Version 7.20A.256.391  Supported for SBC only 

12 ARM as an 
Information Source 
for Users Credentials 

Version 7.20A.256.713 Supported for SBC only 

13 Support for Microsoft 
Teams LMP (Local 
Media Optimization) 
and additional IP 
Profiles  

Version 7.20A.258.354 or later - 
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5 Resolved Issues in ARM 9.2 
The table below lists major issues which were encountered by customers in previous 
releases but which are resolved in ARM 9.2. 

Table 5-1: Resolved Issues in ARM 9.2 

Incident Problem / 
Limitation Comments/Solution 

ARM-
3842 
ARM-
3778 
 

Issues with the 
‘Session count 
over time’ 
graph. 

The default value for this statistic was changed to 0 instead of MAX/MIN 
INTEGER. Fixed in ARM 9.2 

ARM-
3806 
 

LDAP sync 
issue due to 
paging. 

ARM 9.2 makes the page size configurable. The configuration is exposed to 
the GUI and is part of LDAP settings. 

ARM-
3672 

Prefix Group 
exports cannot 
be imported 
again. 

The issue is fixed in ARM 9.2. Prefixes in the list (when copied to the 
clipboard) are now separated with space and can be imported back, where 
each prefix is seen as an element in the list. Moreover, a ‘Clear all prefixes’ 
button has been added. 

ARM-
3559 
 

ARM Routing 
Issue 

This issue was related to adding a new user. The entire area of users and 
users group is redesigned in ARM 9.2 to provide a stable solution. 

ARM-
3549 
 

ARM lost 
connection with 
the SBC (after 
switchover from 
HA2 to HA1 on 
AC01PWYSBC01 

The source of the issue was a Java Message Service (JMS) failure between 
the Configurator and the Routers. In this way, new information updates (HA 
with new Serial Number, or configuration or status changes) were not 
transferred to the Routers and the Routers were not updated.  
To prevent this issue, the following stability mini-feature was added in ARM 
9.2: 
• If the ARM Configurator fails to send a JMS message three consecutive 

times, an alarm is raised and the JMS broker is restarted. 
• After that, the JMS is restarted every hour at most. 
• When the JMS sent action is successful, the alarm is cleared. 

ARM-
3533 
 

Hard to find a 
new node after 
ARM discovery 

When a new node was discovered by the ARM, it put it in a place in the map 
that was hard if not impossible for operators to see. 
The fix in ARM 9.2 is: 

Newly discovered nodes appear to the right of the rightmost element in the 
Topology map (the Y is random around the center of the map). 
 

ARM-
3531 
 

A newly added 
Prefix Group is 
not immediately 
displayed (for 
selection) after 
adding it when 
adding a 
Routing Rule. 

After adding a new Prefix Group, the operator was couldn’t immediately 
select it in the Routing Rule. CTRL+F5 was necessary to refresh the GUI 
and view (and select) the Prefix Group. 
This GUI issue was fixed in ARM 9.2. 
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Incident Problem / 
Limitation Comments/Solution 

ARM-
3428 
 

Normalization is 
replacing the 
PAI header with 
a value from the 
FROM header 

ARM 9.2 introduces a new feature - Source URI manipulation for specific 
fields (PII, PPI, From). This feature provides a solution for the customer’s 
issue. See the new features description for more details.  

ARM-
3418 
 

ARM is ignoring 
a User Group 

The issue was related to duplicated users (more than one user having the 
same dialable) – where it was unclear which one should belong to the Users 
Group. The entire area of users and users group was redesigned in ARM 9.2 
to provide a stable solution. 

ARM-
3404 
 

ARM Disaster 
Recovery 7 
minutes 
downtime 

The issue was caused by the length of time it took for the ARM to 
synchronize Peer Connections. In a specific customer’s deployment, there 
are hundreds of Peer Connections per node. 
ARM 9.2 introduces a dedicated internal infra feature that changes the entire 
mechanism of Peer Connections synchronization. Synchronization of 
multiple Peer Connections is now done in bulk (rather than one by one) and 
in parallel. This significantly decreases the time required for huge topology 
synchronization and solves the customer issue as a result of it. 

ARM-
3402 
 

The same LDAP 
attribute (with 
different 
normalizations) 
can't be mapped 
twice. 

This issue was fixed in ARM 9.2. 

ARM-
3042 
 

LDAP 5-minute 
update doesn’t 
work; the User 
Group on the 
Configurator 
seems updated 
but ARM routing 
is not working. 

Fixed in ARM 9.2. The entire area of users and users group handling was 
redesigned in ARM 9.2 in order to prevent such situations. 

ARM-
2282 
 

For nodes with a 
very high 
number of Peer 
Connections 
(more than 100), 
topology 
synchronization 
takes too long. 

The synchronization of topology was redesigned in ARM 9.2 and is now 
applied in parallel, which makes it more efficient. 
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Incident Problem / 
Limitation Comments/Solution 

ARM-
3341 
 

When using 
combined ARM 
and SBC routing 
(route based on 
Request URI), 
the customer 
can accidently 
provide a PSTN 
TrunkGroup as 
Peer 
Connection of 
Action. Even 
though it is not 
rejected by the 
ARM, this is 
invalid and the 
call will be 
dropped. 

ARM 9.2 fixes the issue and rejects such a request. 

ARM-
4272 

TLS 1.0 is open 
in the ARM. 

To disable TLS 1.0 and support only TLS1.2, the following workaround should be applied in ARM 9.2: 
Edit the server.xml file (opt/tomcat/conf/server.xml) and add the string sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2" to the 
port 443 Connector or paste this instead of what you have. Do this for both the Routers and the Configurator. 
After changing, restart the tomcat (service tomcat restart). 

<Connector MaxKeepAliveRequests="-1" SSLEnabled="true" 
ciphers="TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM
_SHA384, 
TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384,TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384, 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
, 
TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256,TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256, 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384, 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA, 
TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384,TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384, 
TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA,TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA, 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256, 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA,TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA, 
TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256,TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256, 
TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA,TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA, 
TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256,TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256" 
  clientAuth="false" 
                keystoreFile="${catalina.home}/conf/arm_keystore.jks" 
                keystorePass="${enc.keystore.pass}" keystoreType="JKS" 
                maxThreads="150" port="443" 
                protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11NioProtocol" scheme="https" 
                secure="true" sslProtocol="TLSv1.2" sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2"  keepAliveTimeout="120000" 
                server="Apache Tomcat" compression="on" 
                
compressibleMimeType="text/html,text/xml,text/plain,text/javascript,text/css,application/json,application/javascr
ipt,text/csv"> 
                <!-- <UpgradeProtocol className="org.apache.coyote.http2.Http2Protocol" 
                        keepAliveTimeout="120000" streamWriteTimeout="-1" writeTimeout="-1" compression="on" 
                        
compressibleMimeType="text/html,text/xml,text/plain,text/javascript,text/css,application/json,application/javascr
ipt" 
                        overheadCountFactor="0"/> --> 
        </Connector> 
Note that this issue will be handled correctly in ARM 9.4. 

ARM-
4160 
ARM-
3985 

ARM not taking 
route for 
registered users 

The issue occurred when the ARM received an un-register and register in 
the same message from the SBC (the ARM receives bulks of information) 
which caused the ARM Router to have the incorrect configuration.  
For ARM 9.2, a workaround for this issue was provided with "cli reload" to be 
periodically executed (by script) in ARM Routers.  
ARM 9.2.100 fixes the initial issue and the workaround is no longer needed. 
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Incident Problem / 
Limitation Comments/Solution 

ARM-
4220 

Need additional 
sources (PAI, 
PPI) in the ARM 
output for CDRs 

In compliance with a customer’s request, the information was added to ARM 
generated CDRs:  
FromBeforeMap – the FROM value from getRoute (SBC request) before 
the manipulation. 
From - the FROM value from the response (ARM reply). 
PPIBeforeMap - the PPI value from the getRoute (SBC request) before the 
manipulation. 
PPI - the PPI value from the response (ARM reply). 
PAIBeforeMap – the PAI value from the getRoute (SBC request) before the 
manipulation. 
PAI - the PAI value from the response (ARM reply). 
The manipulated value of each field is different to its value before the 
manipulation only if one or two check boxes (in the Routing Rule Action) are 
selected. 
If three check boxes are selected, the manipulated field is srcUri (and not 
From, PPI or PAI) as it is today. 
The structure was agreed upon with the customer and described in the 
Generating CDRs with the ARM CDR Generator Configuration Note (which 
has been updated to reflect ARM 9.2.100). 

ARM-
4134 

Normalization 
rule not working 

The problem occurred only in the case of the re-routing of a call which 
passes Web Services with a plug-in (defined in Policy Studio). It’s also 
relevant for DID masking. 
The issue was solved in ARM 9.2.100. 

ARM-
4011 

cdrUtil warning 
message 

The issue was only relevant for the CDR utility. It is fixed in 9.2.100. 
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6 Tested ARM Capacities 
Table 6-1 lists tested ARM capacities. The table presents the results of the maximum 
capacities tested. If customers require higher capacities tested, they should communicate 
this to AudioCodes. 

Table 6-1: Tested ARM Capacities 

Item Maximum Capacity Tested 

Number of CAPs 300 CAPs per ARM Router 

Maximum number of supported ARM Routers Tested up to 40 

Maximum number of Routing Groups Tested up to 2000 

Maximum number of Routing Rules Tested up to 5000 

Maximum number of ARM Users (either local or LDAP) Up to 1 million, by default. 
Up to 4 million after ordering a special 
Feature Key. Requires 16 GB memory for 
Routers (and update of tomcat memory 
usage as part of it) 

Maximum number of Nodes in ARM network Tested up to 40 

Maximum number of Peer Connections in ARM network Tested up to 750 

Maximum number of Connections in ARM network Tested up to 40 

Maximum number of Prefix Groups Tested up to 3500 

Maximum number of Prefixes in a single Prefix Group Tested up to 2000 

Maximum number of Normalization rules Tested up to 2000 

Maximum number of calls stored  Up to 10 million 
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7 Known Limitations and Workarounds 
The table below lists the known limitations and workarounds in ARM 9.2. 

Table 7-1: Known Limitations and Workarounds 

Incident Problem / Limitation Comments/Workaround 

- Attaching / detaching a user to / from an 
Active Directory Group is reflected in the 
ARM’s Users page (and Users Groups 
page) only after performing a full update 
(synchronization) with the LDAP server 
(by default performed automatically every 
24 hours). 

Network administrators should take this into 
consideration  

- When defining a Users Group, the 
condition is applied to the pre-
manipulated value of the property used in 
the condition definition (the original value 
taken from the Active Directory). 

Network administrators should take this into 
consideration 

 When using ‘Source URI’ manipulation of 
a specific field (‘From’, ‘PPI’, ‘PAI’), the 
manipulation applied for the first routing 
attempt (first Routing Rule action) is 
preserved also as input for the next 
routing attempts. 

Network administrators should take this into 
consideration. The issue will be fixed in 
future ARM major releases.  

- For VMware users, after rebooting or 
upgrading an ARM Configurator, its clock 
‘drifts’. This can sometimes cause 
inconsistency between ARM Configurator 
and ARM Router data. 

Make sure the clock in the machine (Host) 
and the VM (Guest) are the same. 
Both should be synchronized with the same 
NTP. 

- For customers who use auto-detect mode 
to add a new node (SBC / gateway) to the 
ARM, the name of the Configurator Web 
service configured at the node level for 
auto-discovery must be ARMTopology 
else the ARM data center recovery 
mechanism will not work correctly for the 
node; it will not be redirected to the new 
Configurator. 

Generally, it’s preferable to add a node 
using the ARM GUI rather than auto-
detection. 

Upgrade  

 Direct upgrade from ARM 8.6 and earlier, 
to ARM 9.2, is not supported.  

If an operator needs to upgrade from an 
earlier version, they must first perform an 
upgrade to ARM 8.8 / ARM 9.0. 

 Upgrade to ARM 9.2 is not a regular 
upgrade as it upgrades the OS of all 
components to CentOS8.  

Make the following preparations: 
• Make sure you downloaded not only the 

upgrade but also the installation images 
for the ARM Configurator and the ARM 
Router (not as for the usual upgrade). 

• Request from AudioCodes a Feature 
Key with all the ordered features and 
ordered number of sessions for the new 
VM in ARM 9.2. 
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Incident Problem / Limitation Comments/Workaround 

• Prepare temporary IP and VM resources 
required for each server upgrade. 

• Prepare extended storage for the ARM 
Configurator (the ARM Configurator 
allocates 80 GB in ARM 9.2). 

 To upgrade to ARM 9.2 in a VMware 
environment, the customer must have 
VMware ESXI 6.5, 6.7 (earlier versions 
are not supported with CentOS 8). 

- 

-  For a two-step upgrade (for customers 
performing an upgrade from ARM 8.6 and 
earlier): 
Upgrading from ARM 8.6 to ARM 
8.8/9.0 does not preserve calls (CDRs) 
information on calls run by ARM 8.6. 
Note that upgrading from ARM 8.8/ARM 
9.0 to ARM 9.2 preserves calls 
information during the upgrade. 

If a customer needs calls information from 
ARM 8.6, contact AudioCodes support 
(R&D) for the procedure to back up calls 
(CDRs) information. 

 For a two-step upgrade (for customers 
upgrading from ARM 8.6 or earlier). The 
redesigned ARM 8.8 Add Routing Rule – 
Routing Actions screen does not feature 
the ‘via’ action as previous versions did. 
The same applies to ARM 9.0. 

Customers upgrading from a previous 
version will still view the action but are 
advised to exclude it from routing 
definitions. 

-  Miscellaneous issues with the ARM GUI 
after upgrading from previous releases.  

Customers are requested to clear the 
browser cache after performing a software 
upgrade (Ctrl+F5). 

GUI Incidents 

ARM-3249 
ARM - 2724 

Prefixes in a Prefix Group cannot be 
edited. Double-clicking an existing prefix 
to modify it doesn’t work. 

The customer can remove the old prefix and 
define a new prefix. 
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